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The Institutions Studio
For each of the past five years, the programs
shared by the studios in the ARCH552 cohort
have comprised a varied list of institutional
typologies: a Presidential Library, a Middle
School, a Fire Station, a City Hall, and a Theater.
Each has presented an opportunity to research,
interrogate, and understand these institutional
frameworks and resulting architectural
approaches. Key to this effort has been the
ability to reach out to and engage with local
constituencies who use these building types
(for example, the director of the Gerald R. Ford
Presidential Library, a middle school director,
teams of firefighters, the Mayor of Ann Arbor,
and performers and stage managers), in order
to better understand the people for whom we
design, and to invite them to participate directly
in the process of architectural creation.
The tumult of 2020 is presenting unprecedented
challenges in all corners of the globe, and in
all aspects of our communities, and continually
magnifies the necessity for responsibly responsive
designed environments. To this end, this year’s
shared program will occupy a slightly different,
but widely relatable, terrain (social, spatial,
economic, political, logistical, procedural,
environmental, etc.) of the supermarket.

The Supermarket* Program
For many, the acquisition of groceries may be the only public
activity we’ve engaged regularly in the past several months. The
communal space of that activity is the grocery store/supermarket,
an essential business, and a non-governmental civic necessity. The
supermarket has been one of the few signs of life in the deepest
throes of the pandemic, but also a backdrop to the tragic death of
George Floyd.
The supermarket reflects society’s struggle with the imbalance
of abundance and scarcity, it bolsters or diminishes our health,
it is a test site for new models of people-free distribution, and its
employees are newly essential workers put at increased daily
risk of COVID infection. It is also a typology with specific spatial,
organizational, and technical requirements and possibilities, all
of which are currently undergoing quick re-assessment toward
addressing current and future needs.
The Institutions studios will embrace these and other challenges of
an informed re-imagining of the supermarket’s future form(s) and
will follow a shared base program and minimum deliverables, but
with additional production and emphasis as directed by each studio
instructor.
*for the purposes of this studio’s aims, this term should be all inclusive
of the variety of ways we procure essential food around the world:
markets, bodegas, grocery stores, co-ops, etc.
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juliamcm@umich.edu
Eduardo Mediero
mediero@umich.edu
Neal Robinson
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Jose Sanchez
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We tend to use grocery stores without thinking about them, or if
we do think about them, it’s with mild annoyance, the thought of
shopping itself a chore. What we rarely reflect on is what a luxury
it is to be able to buy an extraordinary variety and quantity of food
whenever we want every day of the year.
Michael Ruhlman (Grocery, the Buying and Selling of Food in America)
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Graphic design...generated by intuition or by computer, by
invention or by a system of coordinates, is not good design if it
does not communicate.
Paul Rand
To me, the supermarket is an immersive theater experience. Every
Tuesday, I come to the grocery store to reprise my role as shopper.
It’s a fun role, but challenging.
Joe Pera (Joe Pera Takes You to the Grocery Store - Adult Swim,
Comedy Central)

Good
Signs
A visit to the supermarket can contain multitudes.
It might be a rushed and familiar journey over paths
trod so many times they’ve merged into one eternal
shopping trip; or an adventure in unfamiliar yet
promising new terrain; or a frustratingly attenuated
foray that started quick and precise; or a return;
or an escape. It can be a place of confusion,
liberation, community, or loneliness. It might be
about possibility for one, and desperation for
another.

Gerd Arntz: Isotypes (1920s-60s)

The Good Signs studio will investigate the supermarket typology
as an experience understood over multiple dimensions - its
history, its global status, its place in the community, its container
(the building), its organization (the interior), and its contents.
These issues and scales will be not only architectural in nature,
but will actively embrace the breadth and (surprising) depth
of the graphic interfaces that inform, instruct, guide, excite,
challenge, and engage.
As the present moment highlights an increasing need for all our
public spaces to rise to greater challenges, the role of signage,
graphics, and visual communication will be an ever-present coconspirator in the process.
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Liu Bolin

S.I.T.E., Best Store, Forest

‘Pairing Up + Doubling Down’… Alternative Fictions + How Super is Super?
Approach
Architecture must be generous, and spatial education should open your eyes and minds to that which is philosophically,
conceptually, technologically, materially and representationally possible. Inclusive conversations are critical to this pursuit.
Acting like an alert think-tank, and leveraging Robert Venturi’s ‘both/ and’ + the difficult whole propositions, ‘Pairing Up +
Doubling Down’ will make vulnerable binary, or oppositional thinking at political, ethical, operational and design levels.
Capitalizing on rifts and complete explosions in educational assumptions, Pairing Up + Doubling Down will reroute,
augment and abandon values inscribed in architectural education from who’s included, to what’s accepted, and how
things are learned
Studio Culture
… Expose and nourish multiple values; intense curiosities; think tank-like; collective construction, with individual
work; probative speculative work, supermarkets as structural ambition; mini-thesis; practical imagination; pods of 1,
3- 4 + 12; (a)synchronous conversations of all kinds
Key Principles
… Conceptual broadening; strategic range; deep reads, metaphorical amateurs, detectives and acupuncturists.
Learning Ambitions, ‘Doubling Down’
… Fundamentals: relational thinking/ structuring; discipline for an approach; establishing scope of work
… Content: tailored per student, might include: social equity; food as deep cultural structure; augment binaries,
Robert Venturi’s ‘both/ and’; double targets, partnering up; food world (accessibility, logistics, advertising, distribution, food
scarcity, obesity, harvesting, celebratory, etc.);
… Techniques + means of working: representation techniques; constructs, objects, models; 14 design methods,
‘mechanics of engagement’, conceptual broadening)
‘Pairing Up’
… Paired programs (Supermarket +: halfway house; harvest table; urban agriculture; architecture school; United Nations)
… Here + There: split geographies, linking two places (real and mythical, ‘real’ here + there, fictional, or another time frame)
… Now + Then: split temporalities, linking different times
… Paired material logics
… Paired Representation techniques
A Package of Precedents
… Supermarkets; fish markets; flea markets; bodegas; bazaars; swap meets; markets of all kinds, etc.
… Seats of power, contestation: Rosa Parks bus, Pettus/ Selma bridge, Panopticon, Pruitt Igo, Versailles, Slave Plantation,
Versailles, Great Wall of China, Pentagon, etc.
Structure
… Three initial projects, roughly 10 days each:
P.01. Program: Supermarket, Typology: big box, stage 3 scenarios in the big box; kit bashing; Format/ output: Triptych
P.02. Program: Supermarket, Distributed: analogous working method; Format/ output: Critical fragments
P.03. Program: Supermarket, Chrono-Hybrids: changing, over and through time); Format/ output: Temporal drawing
P.04. ‘Final’ Project: Paired Up + Doubled Down; Program(s): per individuals; Format/ output: tailored per student
Deliverables
…4 proposals, P.01, P.02, P.03, conceptual range expansion, 10’ish days each, + one, P.04 at 10’ish weeks
… Individual and collective glossary of operating terms
… Taxonomy/ collection of studio work, insect collection-like
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CO-OP/
FUTURES:
Designing a
Collective,
Independent
Grocery
for North
Lawndale

How does the architecture of a cooperative grocer—collective, neighborhood-owned, independent—differ from a corporate franchise supermarket? How might alternative models of food distribution manifest in the
form of a check-out line, a grocery cart, or the organization of produce?
Chain supermarkets today represent over 50% of sales, employees, and grocery locations in the United States; yet for neighborhoods
which have been passed over by major chains, few alternatives remain.
In Chicago, during summer 2020, the uprisings around the Movement
for Black Lives produced civic unrest, resulting in the temporary closure
of many grocery stores and the City government’s shuttering of public
transit. In confluence with the covid-19 pandemic, this summer left many
South- and West side residents without access to the existing local
few grocery stores—exacerbating existing food insecurity. Against this
backdrop, Chicagoans organized mutual aid networks: pop-ups and food
drives in schools and churches; the transformation of restaurant kitchens; even shared refrigerators on public streets to give-and-take. How
can these collective efforts inspire the design of more permanent models
of food distribution and access?
This studio will focus on a site in North Lawndale, a majority
African-American neighborhood on the West side of Chicago, with a
rich history of community organizing, arts and culture, and notable architecture. Today, after decades of disinvestment due to discriminatory
policies and attitudes, North Lawndale residents do not have access to a
major grocery store—despite ongoing efforts to bring one by community
organizers, including the NLCCC. This studio will study the architectural
possibilities of a cooperative North Lawndale grocery store, in contrast to
chain grocers such as Mariano’s or Whole Foods. Students will develop a
wide exploration of precedents of “food cooperatives,” broadly defined,
including: 19th-century Rochdale Society of Equitable Pioneers in the
U.K.; 1960s-founded Bay Area consumer cooperatives such as Rainbow
Grocery; wholesale markets in Japan, such as the Tsukiji Fishmarket; U.S.
models like the Federation of Southern Cooperatives (FSC), an association of Black farmers; as well as existing Chicago precedents, such as
Farm on Ogden and Gotham Greens, and ongoing mutual aid efforts.

Ann Lui
annlui@umich.edu
Class Format: Online
ARCH 552
Architectural Design 2G1/3G4
Institutions
Background Image:
Current groceries in Chicago and
North Lawndale boundary (2020)

The studio will be organized into four phases: Context (learning
about North Lawndale through data, mapping, and narrative research);
Cases (gathering and interrogating local, national, and international precedents for food cooperatives); Program (proposing new programmatic
and organizational models for an independent grocery); and Futures
(implementing past phases into a ground-up architectural proposal, with
a focus on multiple scales.) The studio will include lectures from Chicago-based organizers, North Lawndale residents and community leaders,
and architects and designers working on these topics across the U.S.
and abroad. Given the premise of seeking new models for cooperation
and mutuality, the studio will be organized around collective research—
flexible and changing group work—as well as individual explorations and
design efforts, supported by others through feedback, shared resources,
and critique, delivered online in synchronous & asynchronous formats.
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Neal Robinson
Instructor

SUPERMARKET

ONE POTATO

One po tato, two po tato e s, th r ee
p o t a t o e s , f o u r. F i v e p o t a t o e s , s i x
po tato e s, seven po tato e s, mor e !
About that last word: “More!”ness, including the exclamation,
is the defining promise of the
Supermarket.
Mu table,
stealthy
and stocked with asynchronous
edibles, exotic narratives and
fa r f l u ng geog raph ies, it assu r es
one always finds more than the
intended bargain. A condenser of
capita l, com mo d ity a nd com mu n ion,
sometimes you find milk, at other
times, you find love (also known as
“ m u r d e r ” - s e e B e r n a r d Ts c h u m i )
A good super market never lies. It
simply trades in the double trouble
of both reflecting cultural desire
a nd s i mu lta neous ly i nscr i bi ng it
back upon us.
Beg i n n i ng w ith hu m ble “ po tato e s,”
we’ll explore these institutional/
situational groundings and tend
t o w a r d b u i l d i n g t h e c r o s s - i n te rsectional.
One
Po tato
studio,
will celebrate these narrative
paydays with simple exercises
that exchange empathetic values
between customer and custom,
worker and work, and produce and
p r o d u c e r. D o u b l e - c o u p o n d a y s w i l l
be honored.

Last one home is a rotten egg
po tato.
					

New Potato Photo by Blommers/Schumm
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FRESH FOOD FOR NEW YORK
Instructor:
Studio Meetings:
Office Hours:

Roy Strickland, Professor of Architecture
Monday/Thursday 1pm-6pm (To be finalized according to Zoom availability)
Email granite@umich.edu to schedule Zoom meetings

The COVID19 pandemic reveals systemic inequities across the United States. These include health care,
economic opportunity, housing, and fresh-food access.
In New York City, a ring of COVID19-infected neighborhoods encircles Manhattan—the most affluent
borough—and crosses the outer boroughs of the Bronx, Queens, and Brooklyn, locations of low-income
communities of African Americans, Latinos, and Asian Americans as well as immigrants from around the world.
And within these neighborhoods, public housing projects—built as part of America’s 20th-century governmentsponsored urban renewal—have been especially hard hit. Aging and poorly maintained, without services that
are enjoyed by richer neighborhoods, the projects are centers of COVID19 co-morbidities including obesity,
diabetes, and heart disease that flourish in “food deserts” with poor access to fresh food.
The Studio will explore concepts for a food market as a means for creating a healthier neighborhood in
Brownsville, Brooklyn, location of the highest concentration of public housing in the United States. It will also
investigate opportunities for new systems of food production and delivery that can contribute to the
neighborhood’s self-reliance and economy, leading to design concepts crossing architecture, urban design,
and landscape architecture. This expansive design approach is possible because Brownsville’s housing projects
often cover less than 20-percent of their land with buildings, leaving open spaces that may be reconfigured
around markets, food production, and related activities.

Photograph of Brooklyn Bridge: fiaformula.com

Amazon warehouse, image by Andreas Gursky

FOOD COMMONS

ARCH 552 INSTITUTIONS STUDIO
INSTRUCTOR: JOSE SANCHEZ, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
JOMASAN@UMICH.EDU
CLASS FORMAT: ONLINE

BUILDING RESILIENCE FROM PLATFORM MONOPOLIES
Physical markets are disappearing. Digital markets, operating
within a robust surveillance infrastructure, have been able to
optimize proﬁts, modify behavior of customers and even predict
what you would like to purchase next. This transition has been an
acceleration of what markets have been able to historically
achieve as a gateway for commerce. But the latest iterations of
digital markets in the form of platforms such as Amazon or
Alibaba, are a hierarchical distortion of a distributed multi-actor
structure that has historically dominated market organization.
The ‘Supermarket’ paved the way for a centralized commercial
structure that could proﬁt from a large range of produce. The
atomized classical market, where each producer would be able to
sell their own goods, is replaced for an operation of scale, where
products could be brought from distant regions. The supermarket, in this way, was an innovation for globalization, intermediating between customers and producers.
This studio will critically examine the structure of markets as an
enabler for commercial activity. The studio will question the
hierarchical structures that have emerged under neoliberal
economics and advocate for organizational structures such as
cooperatives which are able to guarantee social, economic and
environmental sustainability. Markets will be studied under the
umbrella of food production and consumption. The studio will
need to evaluate what is the role of architecture in the deﬁnition

of a programmatic and organizational structure, challenging the
blueprint of extractive practices developed by corporations such
as Wallmart or Amazon. Architecture should aim to aid the
production of a Food Commons, facilitating the production,
commercialization and consumption of food as a self-sustaining
system.

KEYWORDS:
ALTERNATIVE ECONOMIES, COOPERATIVES, COMMONS

The Market and …the Garden, the City and the Factory
(Working Title)

Infrastructure: maps, railways, highways, canals
Markets: nomadic, citadel, supermarket, gigamarket
Technologies: salt, dairy, iron, refrigera on, automobile, internet

The market perhaps is one of the forms of architecture that represents us best. Wherever you
live, markets share both our cultural commonali es and diﬀerences. Markets have evolved over
me mostly pushed along by advances in technology, however all forms of markets from the
most ancient types to the most recent forms today coexist simultaneously. This studio invites
students of diverse backgrounds and varying places to share their market experiences. The
Studio will explore markets in a series of three independent market projects: the garden, the
city and the factory.
Design routes through the studio will be mul ple. Over the term students can choose to move
from one project to the next exploring the studio through all projects or stop and dive into just
one that oﬀers them more depth. In all cases students will have the last weeks of the term a er
Thanksgiving to reﬁne one of their projects. Students can con nuously transform a project
adap ng it to diﬀerent sites, scales and transforma ons. Each project will be started with a
precedent brought from students’ life experiences while Interven on sites will be provided by
the studio instructor. Depending on infec on rates there might be opportuni es a ﬁrst
distanced in person group mee ng and individual mee ng as the semester plays out. However
at this point it is more likely than not that the studio will take place en rely remotely.

No other architectural typology is so ubiquitous
to the idea of a supermarket as the Big Box. A
spatial derivative of capitalism’s economic efficiencies, its presence is so broad that one could
wonder if its presumed genericness is not in fact
culturally specific.
Studied as the epitome of capital production,
the Big Box is equally as representative of the
manufacturing of commodities as it is of their
consumption. From Costco to Target or Menards,
the Big Box is the scenography of the contemporary provision of goods, an architecture reduced
to dropped ceilings and grids of pillars that does
not respond to function or form but to supply
and demand.
In the Big Box the goods that populate it take
full protagonism. They not only carry the entire
iconographic load of the space but they devoid
the built from any semantic value through an
excess of stock that far from offering diversity
through immeasurable choice manifest even
more its embedded inequalities.
Moreover, we have not only witnessed in the last
few decades that the overabundance of goods
provided by automation have not liberated workers from the exploitation of productive labor,
as Karl Marx envisioned, but realized that such
model is no longer sustainable. The sheer scale
of consumption in our contemporary soci

99 Cent, Andreas Gursky, 1999

MAGNUM
ARCA

ety has increased the economic gap more than
ever, evidencing the many disparities present
today.

To confront this, the Magnum Arca studio will
look into the possibilities of an inefficient architecture based on subsistence rather than performance. With online shopping increasing exponentially and the current pandemic questioning
how we relate to each other, we will explore the
formal liberation of the Big Box in order to find
alternative expressions of civic infrastructure in
a time in which social representation is at risk
ARCH 552Taubman College
Fall 2020 Mon & Thu 1-6pm
Instructor: Eduardo Mediero
mediero(at)umich.edu
Office Hours Fri 8am
Online & In-person Studio

